
 

Project Review Committee 
Thursday, February 10, 2022 

Remote Participation via Zoom1 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84298650550?pwd=ZUIxNGFWWWhUeDgxYkptL1NYdUdGdz09  

Via phone: +19294362866 or +13017158592 Meeting ID 842 9865 0550; Passcode 246492 
Download the app at least 5 minutes prior to the meeting start: www.zoom.com  

 
AGENDA 

page 4:00pm2 Adjustments to the Agenda 
 

  Public Comment 
 

2-23 4:05pm Act 250 / Section 248 Applications & Projects of 
Substantial Regional Impact 

a) Presentation of proposed wireless telecommunications 
facility at 334 Norton Road, Worcester, VT by 
representatives of Industrial Wireless Technologies, Inc. 

b) Committee to consider significant regional impact and 
conformance with regional plan. 

c) Review Project Review Summary Sheet 
 

24 5:05 pm Minutes 
Approve July 22, 2021 meeting minutes 
 

 5:15pm Adjourn 
 

Next Meeting: March 24, 2022 

1 Dial-in telephone numbers are “Toll” numbers.  Fees may be charged to the person calling in dependent on 
their phone service. 
2 All times are approximate unless otherwise advertised 
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MEMO  
 
Date: February 4, 2022 
To: Project Review Committee  
From: Clare Rock, Senior Planner 
Re: Industrial Wireless Technologies telecommunications proposal  
 
 
  ACTION REQUESTED:  The committee is charged with determining whether the proposed project is: 

 a project with Substantial Regional Impact (SRI);  
 And if so, determine if it is: 

 in conformance with the Regional Plan. 
 The Committee may also be tasked with deciding: 

 whether to become involved in the review of a project on behalf of a member municipality 
(Worcester) as outlined in the PRC Rules of Process.  

 
Project Information 
 
Industrial Wireless Technologies, Inc is proposing to construct a wireless telecommunications facility at 
334 Norton Road, Worcester, VT. On December 20, 2021, CVRPC received Industrial’s 60-day Notice 
from MSK Attorneys, dated December 17, 2021 (see attached). Following the 60-Day Notice the 
applicant can submit the formal Petition for a Certificate of Public Good (CPG) from the Public Utility 
Commission (PUC.)   
 
As described in the 60-Day Notice, Industrial proposes to construct a new 185’ telecommunications 
tower within the 80’x80’ compound enclosed by an 8’ chain linked fence. A 12’ wide gravel drive will be 
constructed to access the site off Norton Road. The tower will be designed to accommodate equipment 
for other wireless providers; wireless providers who will utilize the structure have not been identified. 
The Notice does not include information about extent of coverage this facility will provide. The Notice 
also states that Industrial evaluated co-location sites but that none exist.  
 
In addition to the 60-Day Notice (attached), Industrial Wireless representatives will share the following 
presentation that is available on our CVRPC Project Review Committee web page and can be accessed 
directly HERE. The presentation provides a visual simulation of the proposal. 
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Substantial Regional Impact 
 
Development projects of Substantial Regional Impact (SRI) are those that will have substantial and 
ongoing impact on two or more municipalities, including the host municipality. Based upon CVRPC’s SRI 
definition, staff has identified the following component to be most relevant to this proposal:   

• Will likely impact on a resource within the Region which is widely used or appreciated by 
people outside of the locality in which it is located. 

Impacts may be positive or negative. Staff identified the following potential resources which may be 
impacted by the tower proposal to include: 
 Rural character and natural resources 
 Aesthetic and scenic resources 
 Utilities and facilities resources (access and availability to cellular and wireless communication 

services) 
 
 For Committee:  

o Does the Committee agree with this assessment?  
o Are there any other resources to consider? 

 
Conformance with the Regional Plan 
 
Rural Character and Natural Resources 
The proposed project is located within the Rural Land Use Planning Area. These areas encompass much 
of the Region’s large forest blocks, sand/gravel/mineral deposits, and prime agricultural soils that, when 
in productive use, contribute to the working landscape and have significant economic value. Rural areas 
also include residential, small-scale commercial and industrial, and recreational uses. 
 
Relative Rural Land Use Policies: 

7. Non-residential uses, including small service businesses, small professional offices and inns are 
acceptable land uses for Rural Areas provided that such uses are planned as relatively small in 
size or scale, are not primary or dominant uses in an area, do not unduly conflict with existing or 
planned residential, forestry or agricultural uses, and do not unduly affect rural character.  

 
The proposed tower would not conflict with existing forestry or agricultural uses. CVRPC staff reviewed 
the site on the State’s Natural Resource Atlas and found that it is not located within a highest priority 
forest block, there are no wetlands, vernal pools, agricultural soils or Rare, Threatened or Endangered 
Species in the vicinity. A copy of the map is located within the packet.  
 
 A 185’ tower may however unduly affect rural character. This determination has been made based 
upon how the plan treats similar structures of this nature. On page 219 of the regional plan it states that 
“the Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission has determined that industrial-scale wind 
development is not compatible with the future land use patterns of Central Vermont. For the purposes of 
this plan, industrial-scale wind development will include any wind turbine with a hub height greater than 
125 feet (excluding the blades).”  
 
The plan goes on to state that “Hub heights above 125 feet will be considered industrial in scale and not 
fitting for Central Vermont. This height restriction is intended to reduce the visual impact of wind 
generation facilities while still permitting commercial and residential land uses to incorporate wind 
generation as appropriate.”  
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Staff developed the height comparison chart (above) to help put the structure into context with other 
landscape features. The tower is considerable taller than the surrounding average tree height and taller 
than the max hub height of turbines deemed acceptable in the regional plan.  
 

Height Comparison Chart 
 

 
 
Object Height 
Human (“John” small red human figure to left of the rectangles) 6ft 
Average tree height (green rectangle) 65 ft  
Max hub height of turbines deemed acceptable in CV plan (blue rectangle) 125 ft 
Montpelier City Hall (gray rectangle) 150 ft 
Proposed Cell Tower (red rectangle) 185 ft 

 
 For Committee:  

o Does the Committee find the 185’ tower unduly affects the region’s rural character?  
o Should telecommunication towers be reviewed similar to turbines? 
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Aesthetic and scenic resources 
The height of structure can impact the aesthetic quality of the Region. The Central Vermont Regional 
Plan discussion on Scenic Areas generally describes these to be “the mountain vistas, pastoral scenes, 
fertile valleys, historic villages, Interstate 89 (which has received awards for its scenery), remote back 
roads, and woodlands ablaze with autumn color.” In other areas of the plan high elevations (2,500 ft and 
higher) and ridgelines are considered to hold scenic value; and the plan goes on to specifically mention 
the special scenic values of the peaks of the Worcester and Green Mountain ranges (including Camel’s 
Hump State Park).  
 
The Central Vermont Regional Plan includes the following Goals and Policies on this topic: 

Land Use Goal #5: To preserve the aesthetic quality of the Region 
Relative polices include: 

1. Municipalities and developers are encouraged, through design and siting of structures, to 
make a concerted effort to preserve access to and enjoyment of scenic views for the public. 
2. Unless effectively screened, or clearly in the best interest of the general public, ridge line 
development or conspicuous development on locally prominent landscape features is 
discouraged. 
3. The scale and siting of new structures should be in keeping with the surrounding landscape 
and architecture; however, towers should utilize stealth technology. 
10. The location of telecommunication towers is a significant aesthetic issue within the Region. 
Policies intended to minimize negative impact are presented in the wireless telecommunication 
facilities policies of this Plan. [these are located below in the next section.] 

 
The tower is not proposed to be located at a high elevation, on a ridgeline, nor on the peaks of the 
Worcester or Green Mountain Range. The developer’s representative will present a visual analysis of the 
proposed tower depicting the towers aesthetic impact as viewed from Route 12 and surrounding roads. 
 
Staff understands there is a public recreation trail which connects Kaeding Road (just east of the project 
site) to a local road in Calais, and views from the trail provide sweeping vistas of the Worcester Range. 
The tower would be located within this landscape viewshed. Staff anticipates the Town of Worcester to 
submit a letter to the Project Review Committee regarding the towers impacts on views.  
 
 For Committee:  

o Has a concerted effort been made preserve the region’s aesthetic qualities and public 
scenic views?  

o Is the tower a conspicuous development on a locally prominent landscape feature?  
o Do the proposed benefits of the tower serve the best interest of the general public? 

 
Utilities and facilities resources (access and availability to cellular and wireless communication services) 
 
The Regional Plan recognizes that “Wireless communication through broad band technologies has 
become a part of everyday life and a service relied upon by business, emergency services, and the 
public.” And that “Clearly, the ability to communicate to almost anyone, from almost anywhere, at 
almost anytime brings added convenience and security to our lives.” 
 
There are no other existing towers in Worcester as verified by the viewing the Department of Public 
Service’s Tower Locations interactive map. 
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Based upon DPS Mobile Wireless Drive Test updated interactive map there is limited to no coverage in 
most of Worcester (data was collected along roads and not at house sites, in viewing the map the red 
blocks indicate zero service.) The 60-Day Notice does not provide information about the extent of 
proposed or potential coverage. 
 
The Regional Plan includes the following goals and policies specific to telecommunications:  

WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATION FACILITIES GOAL: To promote effective and efficient 
communication systems. 

Relative policies: 
1. Telecommunication facilities should not be sited where they may create an attractive 
nuisance. 
2. New towers should be no taller than necessary to provide coverage. The policies of this Plan 
addressing ridgeline and hilltop development (see Land Use Element, Goal5) are intended to 
apply to telecommunication facilities. 
3. Use of existing towers, communication facilities, and structures where possible, is encouraged 
and expected rather than development of new transmission and receiving stations.  
4. Permits for towers should require a financial mechanism to ensure their removal by service 
providers should they be abandoned or rendered obsolete by advances in technology. Processes 
for establishing bonds should take inflation into account as many years can elapse between 
construction and removal. 
5. Applicants must demonstrate that telecommunication facilities comply with FCC emission 
standards in order to protect public health and safety. 
6. Assist service providers and municipalities to identify appropriate locations for the 
construction of new tower (or other facilities) necessary to achieve adequate coverage of the 
Region as well as locations that are not appropriate for new towers. CVRPC will act to implement 
the results of this effort through its participation in the Section 248 Process. 

 
 For Committee:  

o Ask the applicant about  
 Extent of proposed or potential coverage which will be possible based upon the 

tower height and location. 
 The possibility of alternative location (s) which would provide same or similar 

coverage. 
 The possibility of shorter tower in alternative location(s) which would provide 

same or similar coverage.  
o Has a concerted effort been made preserve the region’s aesthetic qualities and public 

scenic views?  
 
Staff discussion and recommendation 
 
If the Committee finds the tower should be treated the same as wind turbines the proposal appears not 
to be conformance with the Regional Plan. If the tower should not be treated the same as wind turbines, 
staff recommended the Committee define what regional scenic resource or locally prominent landscape 
feature (based upon any information provided by Worcester) are effected. If additional information can 
be gathered about the extent of new service coverage, staff recommends the Committee weigh the 
scenic and aesthetic impacts with the region’s public benefit.  
 
Staff recommends that based upon additional information gathered at the meeting the Committee: 
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 Make a conformance determination based upon the proposal as presented; and 
 If the Committee finds the proposal not to be in conformance, then identify any changes or 

modifications which would be recommended (i.e. would a tower shorter than 150 ft be in 
conformance)?  

 
Involvement on behalf of a member municipality 
 
Based upon the PRC Rules of Process, the PRC will become involved in the review of a project on behalf 
of a municipality if the local position is compatible with the adopted Regional Plan. Staff anticipates a 
request may be forth coming from the Town of Worcester. Staff understands the Worcester SB will be 
meeting on Monday evening (2/7) and any additional information and/or specific request will be 
submitted the follow day.  
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PROJECT REVIEW COMMITTEE 
SUMMARY SHEET 

January 2022 
 

The following is a list of projects that have been received by staff since the last Project Review Committee 
meeting.  Staff will provide a general overview of the projects if necessary to determine if additional 
discussion is warranted at a future meeting.   
 

1 APPLICANT MUNICIPALITY PROJECT SUMMARY 

Act 250 Applications 

1 Schedule G 
(5W0836-6) 

RHTL Partnership, 
LLC 

Berlin Removal of existing residential houses at 12 Marvin 
and 40 Goodnow Rds and construction of new 22,500 
sf facility to serve as Volkswagen/Mazda car dealership 
with remote vehicle inventory parking lots at this 
location to support the new dealership.   

2 Schedule G David & Karen Oles Barre Town To convey 0.25 acres to adjoiner Lozier to 
accommodate an existing garage and shed of Lozier 
which encroached upon Oles. 

3 5W0122-5B Pitt Holdings, LLC Waitsfield Installation of a supplemental municipal water 
connection by the previously approved laundromat for 
the purposes of drinking, washing, bathing or food 
preparation; the existing water supply is retained 
exclusively for laundering. The project is located at 168 
Fiddler’s Green.  Permit issued 1/7/2022 

4 5W0482-A Heritage Chelsea 
Williamstown LLC 
& Affordable 
Housing Vermont 

Williamstown Rehabilitation of existing buildings at 77 Williamstown 
Square.  Permit issued 1/20/2022 

5 5W1532-D Rhapsody Natural 
Foods & Joannes & 
Marie Welters 

Cabot Placement of 40’ sea container behind building for 
storage.  Permit issued 1/20/2022 

6 5W0584-10F Berlin S1 Realty, 
LLC, Berlin Mall, 
LLC and Berlin T1 
Realty LLC 

Berlin Construction of a 13,000 sf addition to the existing 
Twin City Subaru car dealership, including redesign of 
the building façade and associated changes to parking 
and on-site vehicle circulation.  Located at 142 Berlin 
Mall Road.   Permit was to be issued 1/18/2022.  
VTrans comments rec’d 1/18/22 requesting hold on 
certain components. 
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1 APPLICANT MUNICIPALITY PROJECT SUMMARY 

7 Schedule G Norwich University Northfield Renovations and additions to Commandant’s house at 
456 Central St.  

8 5W0327-10 Forests, Parks & 
Recreation 

Waterbury Re-allocation of flows for the previously approved in-
ground wastewater system to 1) continue serving 40 
camp sites, 2) connect the Ranger Quarters to said 
wastewater system and remedy the failed system, and 
3) serve the associated Contact Station with 2 
employees @ Little River State Park.  Permit issued 
1/26/2022 

Sec. 248 Applications 

1 Advance Notice T-Mobile 
Northeast, LLC 

Duxbury Modifying telecommunications antennas and 
equipment at existing facility at 2153 River Road 
60 Day Notice filed 1/24/2022 

2 Petition New Cingular 
Wireless PCS, LLC 
d/b/a AT&T 

 Petition filed for installation of telecommunications 
antennas and equipment at existing American Tower 
telecommunications facility located at 523 Three Mile 
Bridge Road, Berlin 

Other Items 

     

 

 
Project Summary Sheet Updated Page 2 of 2 
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CENTRAL VERMONT REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION 
Project Review Committee 
July 22, 2021 4:00 – 5:00 pm 

In person option at Chamber of Commerce, Remote Participation via Zoom 
 

Draft Minutes 
Project Review Committee Members 

 
 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 6 

Staff: Clare Rock 7 
Guests:  Owen Smith, Will Dodge, DRM, Jeff DelliColli, Jannille Smith: representing AT&T 8 
 9 
L. Cattaneo called the meeting to order at 4:00pm. 10 
 11 
Adjustments to the Agenda 12 
None 13 
 14 
Public Comments  15 
None 16 
 17 
Act 250 / Section 248 Applications & Projects of Substantial Regional Impact  18 
a) Presentation by AT&T representatives regarding the Feral Mountain Road project in 19 
Middlesex, as well as other AT&T active projects for the CVRPC region. 20 
 21 
Introductions were made and Will Dodge presented information about the project – see copy 22 
of presentation attached – including: 23 
 24 
First Net Technology Overview – AT&T won the award to build out the network for the first 25 
responder network across the States – this will use AT&T network assets. First Network – 26 
similar to AT&T network, has good frequently for commercial users and the network piggy 27 
backs off AT&T network and can be used 24/7. Today first responders use separate radio’s so 28 
these various networks would be integrated.  29 
 30 
The Middlesex project proposes to build out the AT&T network and provide the First Net 31 
technology, which is used by some state agencies and local first responders. 32 
It will involve adding an extension to the tower, along with a generator at the base. It will have 33 
low visibility, primarily along East Hill.  AT&T was trying to accomplish the same outcome in a 34 
project proposed in East Montpelier, which was met by a lot of opposition. So AT&T looked 35 
toward Middlesex project instead. East Montpelier site will likely not be revisited. The 36 

x Lee Cattaneo, Orange Commissioner 
 John Brabant, Calais Commissioner 
x Bill Arrand Commissioner (Alternate Seat) 
x Peter Carbee, Washington Commissioner 
x Janet Shatney, Barre City Commissioner 
x Robert Wernecke, Berlin Commissioner 
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Middlesex town improvement should provide service/better coverage to an additional about 1 
230 residents.  2 
 3 
Other recent AT&T projects in the region: 4 

• Moretown: Hoover Hill Road, permitted in 2014, built in 2019, Verizon also co located at 5 
site. 6 

• Berlin: Granger Road, AT&T collocated on existing tower. 7 
• Berlin: Three Mile Bridge Road, straight collocation, no new tower location. 8 
• Graniteville, near Williamstown: on existing tower, AT&T straight collocation, and low 9 

impact. 10 
• Montpelier: AT&T has existing on top of City Center roof, wasn’t working well, and will 11 

move slightly.  12 
 13 
AT&T looked closely at the Regional Plan and recognized the project meets the regional plan 14 
goals and policies. And in order to upgrade to 5G it would not require more upgrades. 15 
 16 
b) Committee may consider significant regional impact and conformance with regional plan. 17 
 18 
Members agreed that collocation indicates that it is in conformance and doesn’t have a regional 19 
impact. An inquiry was made about if how not providing service in some areas, would that 20 
constitute having substantial regional impact. Staff noted that this approach could be a 21 
consideration for the regional plan update.   22 
 23 
c) Review Project Review Summary Sheet 24 
 25 
No comments or questions 26 
 27 
Election of Officers 28 
 29 
R. Wernecke nominated L. Cattaneo as Chair, seconded by P. Carbee. R. Wernecke nominated P. Carbee 30 
for Vice Chair, seconded by B. Arrand. With no other nominations, L. Cattaneo closed the nominations. 31 
All in favor Motion carried.  32 
 33 
Approve meeting minutes 34 
 35 
R. Wernecke moves to approve the February 25, 2021 minutes, seconded byJ. Shatney.  All in favor. 36 
Motion carried. 37 
 38 
Adjournment 39 
 40 
B  Arrand moved to adjourn, seconded by J Shatney meeting adjourned at 4:40pm. 41 

CVRPC Project Review Committee   Meeting Minutes   July 22, 2012 
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